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Abstract
In this study, CO2 emissions are calculated by multiplying the CO2 emission intensity
with the amount of activity. CO2 emission intensity has been calculated as a constant
number of 2010 since 2010 in the past model. Therefore, the influence of social
conditions, such as widespread use of electric vehicles and closing of nuclear power
plants is not included in the simulator because, it was insufficient as a prediction of
accuracy of CO2 emissions after 2010. We developed a model to calculate the CO2
emission intensity in two divisions, the civilian sector and transportation sectors are
influenced by social conditions. We predicted CO2 emissions and compared the
calculated value of the developed model with the actual value in this paper. In addition,
we studied how much CO2 emission is affected by the change of social conditions based
on several scenarios using a developed simulator
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1. Introduction
Research has developed a simulator to predict CO2 emissions in Fukuoka City until
up to 2050 1).
The existing simulator has targeted the calculation of the amount of activity by each
sector and since 2010, its calculation has been made based upon the same CO2 basic
unit of 2010. Therefore, changes in social conditions such as the increase of renewable
energy and the prevalence of electric cars have not been taken into consideration.
Therefore, in this report, a model has been developed to calculate the CO2 basic units
for the consumer and transportation sectors, and the comparisons with practical
records and future predications of CO2 emissions were performed by this model.
Furthermore, a scenario of how to reduce CO2 emissions was discussed using the
developed simulator.

2. Outline of the Simulator
The whole picture of the simulator 1) developed so far is shown in Fig. 1. Table 1
shows a description of the English abbreviations in Figure 1. The city system consists
of 17 sectors and it is modeled by system dynamics so that the calculation result of each
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sector affects other relevant sectors. Indicators that have large correlations with
environmental burdens of the consumer sector (residential and business), industrial
sector (manufacturing and construction) and transportation sector (passenger and cargo)
are calculated as the amount of activity using this simulator. The amount of activity is
shown by each sector in Table 2.
In this report, models of CO2 basic units for the consumer and transportation sectors
were developed so that predictions of CO2 basic units could be performed. The contents
of the newly added model are described in the next section.

Figure.1 Overview of the Simulator
Table1 English Abbreviations in Figure 1
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Table2 Amount of Activity by Sector
Sector classification
Consumer
Sector

Residential
Sector

Amount of activity
The number of households by the type of
households and construction method

Business
Total floor area by industry
Sector
Manufacturing
Manufactured goods shipments
Sector
Housing starts by construction method,
Industrial
Construction floor area by industry
Sector
Construction The number of households by construction method
Sector
Total floor area by industry
Dismantling of units by construction method,
Dismantling floor area by industry
Passenger
Transport volume by transportation
Transportati
Sector
on Sector
Cargo Sector Transport volume by transportation

Unit
[household]
[㎡]
[million yen]
[houses] [㎡]
[households][
㎡]
[houses] [㎡]
[Peoplekm]
[tonskm]

3. Calculation of CO2 Basic Unit of Consumer Sector
CO2 basic units of consumer sector were calculated through CO2 emission factors for
different applications being multiplied with energy consumption basic units for
different applications and the total of the results is presumed to be the CO2 basic unit
of the consumer sector. In the consumer residential sector, CO2 emission per household
is defined to be the CO2 basic unit, and in the consumer business sector, CO2 emission
per total floor space is defined to be the CO2 basic unit. Fig. 2 shows a flow chart for
the calculation of the CO2 basic unit for the consumer sector.

Fig.2 Calculation Flow of CO2 Emission Intensity of the Civilian Sector
CO2 emission factors by different applications are determined by the proportions of
energy source such as electricity, gas and others. As the CO2 emission factor of
electricity is largely affected by the proportion of power generation methods, the annual
CO2 emission factor is determined by the proportion of the four energy generation
methods of thermal power, nuclear power, hydraulic power and other renewable energy
generation. Their respective proportions of power generation are obtained by the annual
power generation amount by power generating method being divided by the energy
consumption amount in consumer sector. The power generation amount is the actual
value of the amounts of nuclear power, hydraulic power and other renewable energy
power generation, and the thermal power generation amount is obtained by the energy
amount consumed by the consumer sector being deducted by the amounts of nuclear
power, hydraulic power and renewable energy power generation.
The energy consumption basic units for different applications for the consumer
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residential sector were calculated by the value of the first year of fiscal 1975 being
multiplied by the 3 factors of electric charge, the number of members per household
and citizen’s income per capita, and those for the consumer business sector were
calculated by the value of the first year of fiscal 1975 being multiplied by the 3 factors
electric charge, the number of employees per total floor space and city gross production,
as multipliers for both cases.
3.1 Consumer Residential Sector
The calculation result of the CO2 basic unit of the consumer residential sector is
shown in Fig. 3 and that of CO2 emissions in Fig. 4.
Although some errors are observed between the calculation values and actual values
of the electric power in CO2 basic unit, it is a little. In many applications, the calculation
values are larger than the actual ones in 2010. It is considered to be because CO2
emission factors of electricity are calculated larger than actual ones.
The fact that calculated CO2 emissions are larger than actual ones in 2010 is caused
by the effect of the CO2 basic unit.
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Calculated Result of CO2 Emission

3.2 Consumer Business Sector
The calculation results of the CO2 basic unit for the consumer business sectors are
shown in Fig. 5 and the calculation result for CO2 emission is shown in Fig. 6.
Although some errors are observed between the calculation values and actual ones
of the air heating, hot-water supply and motive power in the CO2 basic unit, the average
values were matched successfully.
The actual CO2 emission amount being calculated as larger than the actual value in
2010 was caused by the effect of errors in the CO2 basic unit.
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Calculated Result of CO2 Emission

Figure.5
Calculated Result of CO2 Basic Unit

4. Calculation of CO2 Basic unit of Transportation Sector
In the transportation sector, cars were divided into three groups of gas-powered cars,
electric-powered cars and hybrid cars, and trains were divided into two groups: electric-
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fuel type and diesel oil type, and a model to calculate the CO2 basic unit was developed.
The calculation flow of the CO2 basic unit of the transportation sector is shown in Fig.
7.

Fig.7 Calculation Flow of CO2 Emission Intensity of the Transportation Sector

The CO2 basic unit for gas-powered cars was calculated by the value of the first
year of fiscal 1975 being multiplied by a multiplier of the growth rate of population
density. CO2 basic units for electric-powered cars and hybrid cars were calculated by
taking into consideration the effect of the energy efficiency ratio of each car and the
CO2 emission factor of electricity based on the calculated CO2 basic unit of gaspowered cars.
In the case of trains, the existing CO2 basic unit was divided into CO2 basic units of
electricity and diesel oil using the ratio of the number of electric train cars and diesel
train cars and the CO2 emission factors and the ratio of energy effect of electricity and
diesel oil, based on the existing CO2 basic unit.
4.1 Passenger Sector
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The calculation result of the CO2 basic unit for passenger cars in the passenger sector
is shown in Fig. 8.
The values of the CO2 basic unit are in the order of smallest to largest: hybrid cars
(hereafter referred to as “HV cars”), electric-powered cars (hereafter referred to as “EV
car”) and gas-powered cars. However, as the CO2 emission factor of electricity has
largely increased since around 2000, the CO2 emission factor of EV cars also has
increased, so that it is required to discuss future measures.
The calculation results of CO2 emissions of the passenger cars in the passenger sector
are shown in Fig. 9. As the proportion of EV cars and EH cars is very low, their CO2
emissions also are very small and gas-powered cars count for the majority of CO2
emissions. The errors from 2005 to 2009 are on the large side.
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Calculated Result of CO2 Emission

Figure.8
Calculated Result of CO2 Basic Unit
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4.2 Cargo Sector

The CO2 basic unit of trains in the cargo sector is shown in Fig. 10.
The CO2 basic unit of trains has been stable since 1987. The CO2 basic unit of the
electric drive is a little larger than that of diesel drive.
The CO2 emission of trains in the cargo sector is shown in Fig. 11.
The calculation values of CO2 emissions in the railroad sector are a little larger than
the actual ones.
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Calculated Result of CO2 Emission

5. Discussion of the Scenario
The effect of the scenario up to 2050 was discussed using a developed prediction
model of the CO2 basic unit. An outline of the examination items is shown in Table 3.
Table3 Summary of Scenario
Scenario

Summary
Remained at status quo (I make a comparison of the new model and
BAU Scenario
the old model)
Production of electricity from renewable energy increase at a
Renewable
constant rate to be about 4.5 times the current in 2030(target of
Energy Scenario Fukuoka) (renewable energy is pv, wind, geothermal heat, and other)
It increase at the same rate after 2030
Total percentage of HV and EV to be 54% in 2050
EV Scenario1
EV is 14%, and HV is 40%
Without changing the penetration of next-generation vehicles, EV is
EV Scenario2
30% , and HV is 24%
Wood
Construction
Scenario

2015 and later commercial buildings will be wooden, carbon
dioxide is to be reduced by Carbon fixed amount.(Useful life is
20 years)(50% of the new construction and, 1% of the
existing as of the wooden each year)

The calculation result of the BAU scenario is shown in Fig. 12. Although all nuclear
power plants in Japan are shut down as of August 2014, because the Japanese
government expresses its policy to continue to operate its nuclear power plants, in the
BAU scenario of this research, it is supposed that the nuclear power plants will be
operated again and it will keep the nuclear power generation amount at the same level
as 2010 in and after 2011. In the consumer sector, CO2 emissions have been calculated
to be larger than the old model since 2005. In the old model, the actual value was used
as a CO2 emission factor, and the actual value of 2010 was fixed as the CO2 emission
factor in and after 2011. Although the new model is used to calculate CO2 emission
factor from the total amount of electric consumption and others, errors occurred because
the decrease in energy consumption caused by the worldwide economic slowdown
since 2007 could not be reproduced. The energy consumption in the consumer sector is
also easily affected by the CO2 emission factor of electricity because the proportion of
electricity is so large in energy consumption. In the transportation sector, the CO2
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emissions of the old models and new models were very similar. CO2 emissions by the
new model were 8 million tons in 2050, and compared with the old model, they had
increased by approximately 8%.
The calculation results from the renewable energy scenario are shown in Fig. 13. In
the renewable energy scenario, it was presumed that, based on the targeted value by
Fukuoka City to increase the power generation amount by renewable energy by 4.5
times, it was presumed that the power generation by renewable energy would continue
to increase at the same rate even after 2030. The electric generation by renewable
energy will be 6.54 million GJ in 2030 and 11.63 million GJ in 2050. According to
calculation results, CO2 emissions by the renewable energy scenario greatly decrease
more than in the BAU scenario because the proportion of power generation amounts is
changed. It is greatly affected by the decrease in the proportion of thermal power
generation because the proportion of power generation by renewable energy has
increased in the total power generation amount. CO2 emissions are approximately 4.43
tons in 2030 and it is a decrease of approximately 11% compared to the BAU scenario.
CO2 emissions are approximately 3.88 million tons in 2050 and it is a decrease of
approximately 24% compared with the BAU scenario.
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Figure.13 Renewable Energy Scenario

Figure.12 BAU Scenario

The calculation results of the EV scenarios are shown in Fig. 14. According to EV
scenario-1, CO2 emissions have gradually decreased since 2011 with the increase in EV
cars and HV cars. The number is approximately 1.96 million tons in 2050 and it is a
decrease of approximately 12% compared to the BAU scenario. CO2 emissions by EV
scenario-2 decreased by approximately 0.1 million tons more than in EV scenario-1.
Because EV cars are affected by energy resources composition, it can achieve a larger
CO2 reduction effect when the proportion of nuclear power generation increases or the
introduction of new energies progresses.
The calculation result of the wood construction scenario is shown in Fig. 15 and the
integrated values of CO2 emissions since the first year of 2015 are shown in Fig. 16.
The Carbon fixed amount is determined by the kind of wood used. In this research,
larch is supposed to have been used.
According to the wood construction scenario, CO2 emissions slightly decreased from
the starting year of this scenario in 2015. Due to the decline of the numbers of newly
constructed buildings and non-wood buildings, the reduction amount of CO2 emissions
is decreasing year by year. This scenario is structured so that 1% of not only newly
constructed buildings, but also existing non-wood buildings would be constructed with
wood every year. Therefore, the reduction of CO2 emissions is largest at the time of the
scenario’s beginning in 2015. After 2035 when the dismantling of the buildings built in
2015 starts, the CO2 emissions released at the time of dismantling are larger than the
reduced amount caused by new construction. Therefore annual CO2 emission is larger
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than in the BAU scenario.
The comparison of the integrated values of CO2 emissions by wood construction
scenario and BAU scenario show that the CO2 reduction amount is only 1%.
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6. Conclusion
In this report, a model was developed for the calculation of the CO2 basic unit in the
consumer and transportation sectors and the effect of the prevalence of renewable
energy and EV cars to CO2 emissions was predicted by the developed model.
As a result, it was confirmed that increases in renewable energy are very effective in
the reduction of CO2 emissions. In the transportation sector, because EV cars are
affected to the energy resources composition and EV cars are expected to increase in
the future, it is considered to be important to decrease the CO2 emission factor of
electricity and consider alternative energy source in place of electricity. The carbon
fixed amount of wood construction is very small, because when a wood building is
dismantled, CO2 is released into atmosphere eventually, so that a large effect cannot be
expected. It is necessary to think of ways to fix carbon for a long time such as re-using
wood materials after dismantlement.
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